Introduction
Layer removal method is a more traditional mechanical testing method. With the development of strain gauge test technology, mathematical model of LRM is improved. Daniel James Greving put forward an improved algorithm (MLRM) for hot coating material in the paper [1] , which was to assume that stripped layer stress was a constant based on the principle of superposition. He solved the corresponding stress of the deformation layer by layer , and made the successive residual stress distribution come to be matching results by dispersing it to each strain interval. GONG H [2, 3] used the methods above to make researches on the residual stress of aluminum alloy thick plate of full thickness. The essence of this algorithm should belong to be discrete method assuming that the stress is a constant within a certain layer depth along the thick plate. At the same time, Virkar, Michael B Prime put forward that integral method can be applied to solve the problem of thick plate stress calculation and error analysis [4, 5] , in which the principle is to structure stress distribution of thick plate by a hypothetical continuous function, and then the curve solved has better matching degree. In the discussion of these methods, however, they did not discuss the pre-deformation (bending deformation caused by clamping force ) caused by repeatedly clamping, or treated it as a negligible factor. In fact, this omission may lead the experiment of stress to be generally larger, because the deformation data is not normally increasing. According to the deformation within the elastic range, we can amend it by compensating the deformation error.
The original calculation model
The first category integral form presented by Gary S. Schajer [6] can describe the relationship of the stress-strain, that is the integral method [5] , this method solves a continuous change curve of the stress distribution with discrete experiment data.
(1) t-thickness of stripping layer；σ(H)-stress of the thickness H；ε(t)-the measured strain; f(H,t)-sensitive function of deformation in the stress of thickness H, is kernel function, whose result is associated with cutting depth and sample size.
Literature [7] deduced this kind of integral method, and acquired the LRM experimental stress calculation model of thick plate. Residual stress can be supposed using polynomial 
Combining the equations above mentioned, the undetermined coefficients can be solved, because of the rule and forms of planer stress distribution are similar, so the same order polynomial can be approximate.
Among them H t = α is the normalized thickness，dimensionless。The number of undetermined coefficients is2i, number of layer peeling m, the matrix type：
Matrix ] [C is i m × ，combining the longitudinal and lateral strain data the i A , i B can be calculated.
The experiment error
Strain reflects the objective deformation, and also determines the accuracy of the stress calculation. Due to the particularity of layer removal conditions, the calculation result and actual result has certain deviation, which is mainly caused by the difference of the measured deformation and deformation theory. Firstly, the vise of the clamping can cause certain pre-deformation in the specimen based on the stress release in the sample. Pre-tightening force makes the sample be easy to bend and causes the actual cutting quantity to increase. that is to say superposition of small deformation and the clamping limited bending deformation, then lead to deviation of theories and actual measured data. Secondly, the calculate principle of LRM is to suppose that each layer's depth is t, although it is difficult to make it, ideal deformation can be acquired by the finite element simulation, and fixed the deformation error of them. As a result of the vice clamping force is still in the elastic range, actual deformation amount can be acquired by using the principle of superposition. The experimental and simulation conditions. Taking 7075T6 rolling thick plate, size of 1200mm×220mm×50mm, making solute heat treatment and pre-stretching, in which temperature is 475℃ and cooling in 15℃water. Pre-stretching operates in stretch tool of 5MN.
Simulation of quenching and cutting by using MSC.Marc® involves a coupled thermo-mechanical analysis that ignores phase transformation effects. Size and characters of
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Residual Stresses IX research object is same between simulation and experimental materials, i.e.7075 aluminum alloy rolling plates. The size of plate is 1200mm (L) ×220mm (W) ×(30~50)mm (H) and heat treatment is at 475°C for 120min+15°C cooling nature aging. The shape of specimen surface is square. There are hypothesis be adopted that the material is isotropy and continuous medium, and the inner stress is symmetrical distribution through depth according to quenching condition. The error analysis. Samples are 160mm and 120mm square with thickness of 30mm plates, which are cut out in the water-bath quenching simulation model, and "life-death element technique" is used to simulate the milling process. Fig.1 is the boundary conditions of milling model, and vice clamping force is about 20 MPa, the deformation is measured per milling depth of 2 mm. Fig.1 Milling clamping model of sample Fig.2 Is the deformation process of the samples 120×120×30(mm) after milling. Obviously, thickness of the plate is not change. Fig.2 Diagrammatic sketch of specimen clamping deformation in the simulation process However, the actual milling situation as shown in Fig. 3 , in which the both ends are thin while the middle is thick as a result compared with deformation of Fig.2 . Loosen the clamp, the sample will be bending, but the bending deformation will increase after measured. Again and again, the deformation error presents the shape of sample. So we can find the experiment of LRM exists inevitable error due to the processing behavior. Table. 1 reflects the difference of deformation under two conditions. The two sample deformations acquired by simulation are the same, however, the measured data has significant difference that the deviation of 160mm square sample is about 10% and the deformation of 120 mm square specimen is about 6%.Obviously, in layer removal experiments, the deformation data is larger caused by the bending deformation. At the same time, the deformation error of big sample is larger than small sample, which is associated with whether it is ease to deform or not. Certainly, Because of the difference of the actual clamping force every time, the percentage of deviation are different with the milling depth and specimen size. The experimental data show that, because of the deviation is not stable, we can try to describe this deviation distribution using a fitting function which can be used to calculate the results of compensation. This method is relatively more practical and simple.
In conclusion, based on the layer removal principle, the calculation of stress field need to be revised. Due to the superposition effect of small deformation and clamping deformation, the specific methods is that it can be approximated to fitting function based on the simulation and experiment deviation, and makes the experimental calculation be close to the simulation calculation. Under the same experimental conditions, 160mm square sample removed from quenched plate and acquires stress field distribution curve after LRM experiments as shown in Fig.4(a) , which presents the comparison between calculation and simulation results. Fig.4(b) shows the fitting function is well compensate for computation and the simulation are in good agreement with the experimental. Amended result. Stress from both corresponding depth values are compared, and then acquired the approximate proportional correction of two results shown as Table. 2。 According to the different depth, the average compensation coefficient can be acquired along its depth, and then construct an amended function f(z) through the method of data fitting approximation. As shown in Fig.5 , the original deviation distribution is discrete, based on the 3 polynomial fitting, so an approximate curve of deviation can be shown. The amended function is constructed as follows. 
The amended function is based on the following considerations: 1) Simulation and experiment is a kind of relative testing method. The stress determination and described are acquired in different ways, so taking the average of the two which can reflects propagation distribution. 2) There are deviation between experiment and simulation, which is due to the deformation caused by the superposition effect of accumulation. On the other hand, it is also due to the existence of certain differences in the node values of model fitting curve and experimental curve, so amended function is better able to balance this kind of error. 
Summary
Based on the finite element simulation and experiment, the amended method to cumulative error of clamping deformation is proposed, and the right amended function is constructed, which is effective to solve the problem of experimental stress calculation. Amended function not only points out the experiment error of layer removal method, but also amends the experimental calculation model, which makes the results more reasonable. 
